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Abstract

To the best of our knowledge, artificial intelligence stain generation is an ur-

gent requirement for histopathology images. Pathological examinations usually

only utilize hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) regular staining to show histomor-

phological characteristics, but to accurately diagnose the disease, functional

staining (such as oil red O and Ki67) are also required to provide important

auxiliary information. However, the same tissue section is usually stained with

one stain, and additional functional staining is not only time-consuming but

also causes inevitable morphological misalignment due to manual manipulation.

This brings difficulties to the development of artificial intelligence pathological

image analysis tools. In this work, we propose a histopathology staining trans-

fer framework to generate virtual functional staining images from H&E regular

staining images. Compared with the framework that emphasizes generation di-

versity in the natural image field, we use KL loss and histo loss to align and
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separate style feature spaces in different domains to obtain domain-variant style

features. The proposed multiple virtual functional stain (MVFStain) abstracts

staining conversion to domain mapping and comprehensively utilizes multiple

staining information. We evaluated the proposed method on four datasets (lung

lesion, lung lobes, breast, and atherosclerotic lesion). The experiment involves

the translation of H&E to nine other functional stains: CC10, Ki67, proSPC,

HER2, PR, ER, oil red O, α-SMA, and macrophages. The major quantitative

results are divided into image quality and positive signal prediction. MVFStain

is close to or even surpasses one-to-one image translation on psnr and HTI im-

age quality metrics. The best psnr reaches 26.1919, and HIT reaches 0.9430.

We used mIOD to evaluate the optical density of positive signals, and CNR and

gCNR to evaluate the lesion detectability. The results show that the mIOD of

positive signals of virtual staining was slightly lower than the ground truth and

close the lesion detectability of artificial staining. These results prove that the

potential exists to develop a successful clinical alternative to artificial functional

stains.

Keywords: HE stain, Regular stain, Functional stains, Virtual staining

1. Introduction

Histopathology provides ground truth for clinical diagnosis through a com-

plex imaging process. Standard histopathological imaging includes the following

steps: (1) obtaining the tissue during clinical operation, (2) paraffin embedding,

(3) preparing tissue sections artificially, (4) staining, (5) microscopic examina-5

tion and imaging. Histopathological imaging is precise, but the process is ex-

tremely cumbersome, as shown in the standard histological workflow in the first

row of Fig.1.

Regular and functional histopathology staining are both vital for doctors to

diagnose complex diseases accurately (Ghaznavi et al., 2013; Mondello et al.,10

2017; de Haan et al., 2021). Different staining agents are the main factors affect-

ing the visual appearance of tissue sections. Histopathological examination can
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Figure 1: Virtual functional staining can solve time-consuming, expensive, easily contami-

nated, and inevitable section deformation problems caused by manual staining in standard

histological workflow.

be divided into regular histopathological examination and functional histopatho-

logical examination according to different staining agents. Hematoxylin and

eosin (H&E) staining was used for regular histopathological examination. In15

detail, hematoxylin stains the chromatin in the nucleus and nucleic acids in the

cytoplasm purple-blue, and eosin stains the components in the cytoplasm and

extracellular matrix (Fischer et al., 2008). There are some common functional

histopathological examinations such as immunohistochemical examination with

CC10, ER, Ki67, and other staining agents. They detect the specific binding20

reaction of antigens and antibodies in tissue sections to determine the source

and differentiation of the tumor and assist in the pathological diagnosis and

differential diagnosis of the lesion. In this work, we collectively refer to staining

agents other than H&E as functional stains.
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Figure 2: Synthesis of virtual staining histological images with accurate positive signal in-

formation has two challenges: 1) Difficult to separate the content and style information of

pathological images with misaligned pixels. 2) Predict positive signal accurately.

Virtual staining can promote pathological research that combines regular25

and functional stain images. A few types of research involve both regular and

functional pathological staining due to the scarcity of datasets (de Haan et al.,

2019). The challenge is that it takes a lot of time to collect serial sections of

tissue and perform regular and functional staining separately. It is worth noting

that re-staining can be performed on H&E staining(Ikenberg et al., 2012), but30

consecutive slices are more commonly used in clinical practice. This leads to

inevitable misalignment among different stained tissue slices. The misalignment

between different staining images is not conducive to further comparative ob-

servation and computer-aided diagnosis. Synthesized virtual staining has great

potential to solve the above problems. As shown in Fig.1, the virtual functional35
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stain images and regular stain H&E images have the alignment of structure

content, but the imaging results of the standard histological workflow are mis-

aligned.

The synthesis of virtual staining histological images with accurate positive

signal information has multiple challenges: 1) Difficult to separate the content40

and style information of pathological images with misaligned pixels (Fig.2). His-

tological image synthesis needs to keep the content unchanged but changes the

H&E staining style to functional staining style. 2) Predict positive signal ac-

curately (Fig.2). The abnormal substances, lesions, and pathogens that appear

in the pathological process need to be stained with the corresponding staining45

methods that shows these positive signals. The point is that the positive signals

are distributed irrelevant, and they cannot be forced to establish contact. The

accurate prediction of positive signals is difficult and crucial.

In this article, our proposed MVFStain framework uses H&E staining images

to generate three other kinds of virtual functional stain images. In view of the50

challenges faced by computer-assisted histopathology image research, our goal

is to create a model that can simultaneously stain the same section of tissue.

MVFStain not only retains the content of the H&E staining image but also

accurately predicts the positive signal distribution of functional staining. The

main contributions of the paper are as follows:55

1. For the first time we designed a network to simultaneously generate

multiple functional staining images from H&E staining histopathology images.

This technology offers an efficient and low-cost clinical alternative to standard

histological workflow. MVFStain is the first image generation framework used to

generate multiple functional staining images from H&E staining histopathology60

images, which avoids training one-to-one networks repeatedly.

2. Compared with natural image diversity generation, histopathology image

generation emphasizes domain-invariance content features and domain-variant

style features. We innovatively use KL loss and histo loss to align and separate

style feature spaces in different domains to obtain domain-variant style features.65

This can better end-to-end generate different functional staining images simul-
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taneously.

3. We generated three kinds of virtual functional staining images from H&E

staining images based on four datasets: lung lesion, lung lobes, breast, and

atherosclerotic lesion. We analyzed the accuracy of positive signal generation70

in virtual functional staining histological images for the first time. The correct

prediction of the positive signal is of great significance for the subsequent devel-

opment of the intelligent diagnosis of diseases that combine regular stain and

functional stain histopathology images.

2. Related Works75

2.1. One-to-one image translation

The task of image-to-image translation is to learn the mapping between dif-

ferent visual domains, i.e., translate an image in one domain to a corresponding

image in another domain. A set of images that share the same category or style

can be viewed as an image domain. Based on conditional generative adversarial80

networks, Pix2pix (Isola et al., 2017) is proposed for image-to-image transla-

tion in a supervised manner. (Zhu et al., 2017a) proposed a general-purpose

solution (CycleGAN) for unpaired image-to-image translation by introducing

a cycle consistency loss. BicycleGAN was further proposed to enforce bijec-

tion mapping to tackle the mode collapse problem (Zhu et al., 2017b). On the85

other hand, the UNIT model (Liu et al., 2017) makes a shared-latent space

assumption such that corresponding images in two domains are mapped to the

same latent code. In addition, a novel pixel-level graph reinforcement learning

method Pix-GRL directly takes regular nonenhanced liver images as input and

outputs AI-enhanced liver tumor images (Xu et al., 2021).90

2.2. Multidomain image translation

Unlike one-to-one image translation, the goal of multidomain image trans-

lation is to train a single model that learns mappings among multiple domains.

Recent works achieved impressive results in this task. The MUNIT framework
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Figure 3: The proposed one-to-multi framework MVFStain can simultaneously generate

multiple virtual staining histological images by H&E staining images. It solves the problem

of one-to-one histopathology image generation networks that require repeated training. It

can make full use of multiple staining images and explore potential information between

three virtual functional staining images. (a): The one-to-one method needs to train the

network three times for three functional staining images. (b): MVFStain is an end-to-end

training framework that comprehensively utilizes a variety of staining information and directly

generates three virtual functional staining images. The solid lines and dashed lines represent

the flow of the discriminator and generator respectively.

assumes that the image representation can be decomposed into a content code95

and a style code(Huang et al., 2018). The content code is invariant among do-

mains, while the style code captures domain-specific properties. (Choi et al.,

2018) proposed a unified framework StarGAN which takes both image and do-

main information to learn the mappings among multiple domains. As an up-

grade to StarGAN, StarGAN v2(Choi et al., 2020) replaces the domain label100

with domain-specific style code to improve the diversity of generated images. In

addition, DMIT(Yu et al., 2019) performs multidomain translation by disentan-

gling the input images into latent representations and encouraging the generator

to learn multi-mappings through random cross-domain translation.
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2.3. histological virtual staining105

Histological staining can visualize different tissue components in tissue sec-

tions, and pathologists can unearth clinical diagnosis information from them.

However, due to the high time cost of staining and imaging, research on gen-

erating virtual staining histological images has emerged. (Bautista and Yagi,

2012) proposed a linear spectral transformation method for digital staining of110

histopathological multispectral images. (Shaban et al., 2019) proposed a method

called StainGAN, which uses CycleGAN to complete the conversion of unpaired

images to images. (Xu et al., 2019) proposed the cCGAN model to improve the

original network by adding category conditions and introducing two structural

loss functions. This realizes multi-subdomain conversion from unpaired HE115

staining to IHC staining. (Rivenson et al., 2019) used a convolutional neural

network (CNN) based on the idea of generative confrontation (GAN) (Goodfel-

low et al., 2014) that maps the autofluorescence microscopic image of unlabeled

tissue to the stained tissue image. (Li et al., 2020) used the generative adversar-

ial convolutional neural network to convert the bright-field microscopic image120

of the unlabeled carotid artery tissue slice into the virtual staining histological

image of the same sample, and compared the effects of the one to multiple and

the supervised generation network for the first time.

3. Method

As shown in Fig.4, our proposed MVFStain framework realizesing regular125

H&E staining to generate virtual functional stain task by planning the four

stains into three domain groups that were converted to each other. It compre-

hensively utilizes the information of the four kinds of stain images to translate

the domain mapping between inputs and outputs. In this section, we introduce

the subnet of MVFStain and the loss function in detail.130

3.1. Network Architecture

The MVFStain network structure is composed of two encoders responsible

for encoding content and style, one decoder responsible for decoding the struc-
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Figure 4: The generator part of the MVFStain method is composed of five subnetworks:

content encoder, style encoder, decoder, content discriminator, and style discriminator. The

input of the network has six images, which belong to domain 1(D1), domain 2(D2), domain

1(D1), domain 3(D3), domain 1(D1), and domain 4(D4). The content encoder learns domain-

invariance content features for the six input images. The style encoder extracts the six input

images into logvar, mu, histo-feature, and domain-variant style features. The content and

style feature is the input of the decoder to reverse-encode it as fake images, and fake2 is the

virtual staining images.

ture of H&E staining and the color space of target functional staining, and two

discriminators. Let Xi be the image set of domain i. We assume that each135

image can be disentangled to content feature C and style feature S. For the

histopathology image translation task, C and S represent the structure and color

information of an image. The MVFStain is inspired by the DMIT framework(Yu

et al., 2019). It obtains the source domain content Cs and target domain style

St by content encoder Ec and style encoder Es respectively. Then Cs and St140

are used to generate synthesis stain images by decoder Dec.

3.1.1. Content Encoder

The content encoder Ec extracts structural information from histopathology

images. Given an image xi ∈ Xi, Ec unearths the structure feature c = Ec (xi).

Ec uses three convolution layers for downsampling to reduce the computation,145
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followed by four FA blocks(Qin et al., 2020). The FA blocks allow Ec to treat the

channel-wise and pixel-wise features adaptively and fully obtain stain features

from each color channel and overall spatial distribution.

3.1.2. Style Encoder

The style encoder Es is used to isolate the style code that characterizes the150

staining color information of the histopathology image. Given an image xi ∈ Xi,
Es extracts the style feature s = Es (xi). The downsampling stage of Es con-

sists of a starting convolutional layer and three layers of Residual Blocks(He

et al., 2016) followed by LRelu and global average pooling operations. Sim-

ilar to the DMIT method, the style code representation s is constructed as155

a low-dimensional vector through the logvar and mu reparameterization tech-

niques(Kingma and Welling, 2013). The Es produces a histo-feature by adding

an L2 normalization layer. We exchange the rows of the style feature correspond-

ing to domain mapping between input images and output images to obtain the

style target code. This allows Dec to generate a virtual s taining histological160

image reflecting the style of the target image xt and the content xi.

3.1.3. Decoder

The decoder is responsible for decoding the structure of HE staining and the

color space of the target functional staining and generating the target functional

staining image. Dec starts with six FA blocks followed by two deconvolution165

layers for upsampling and finally a convolution layer as the output layer. The

input of Dec is divided into three parallel parts: concatenation of the content

feature, Sid, and style code; content feature, Tid, and style target code; content

feature, Tid, and Gauss priori. The above three parts of input correspond to

the three outputs of fake1, fake2, and fake3, as shown in Fig.4.170

Specifically, fake1 is the result of recombination using content feature, Sid,

and style features of the source domain. The fake2 is the virtual staining histo-

logical images generated using the content feature, Tid, and style features of the

source domain. And content feature of the source domain, Tid, and Gaussian
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distribution style feature are used to generate fake3 images. The fake3 extracts175

the content feature through the content encoder and the decoder inverse trans-

formation to obtain the cycle images, which keeps the content undistorted.

3.1.4. Discriminator

The discriminator includes content discriminator Dc and style discriminator

Ds. Their structures are divided into a downsampling stage and an output180

layer. The downsampling stage is composed of a convolutional layer and two

ResBlock layers. The output layer is a convolutional layer. The input of Dc has

one group (content connect source domain ID and connect target domain ID)

and Ds has two groups (fake2 connect target domain ID and images connect

source domain ID; fake3 connect target domain ID and images connect source185

domain ID).

Summary of the advantages. We obtain structure content C and stain

style S of the input domain through Ec and Es respectively. The discriminator

achieves the use of C, S, and domain mapping to generate virtual functional

staining through reconstruction constraints. MVFStain implements any stain190

translation by providing specific domain mapping.

3.2. Objectives

3.2.1. Preserving content characteristics

For histopathology image generation, maintaining the histopathology con-

tent of the source domain image is critical. We hope that virtual staining can195

predict the correct functional staining distribution on the same H&E staining

slice. Here we use three loss functions to ensure that Ec and Es can extract the

image-specific content feature and the domain-variant style feature, which can

still maintain histopathology content after Dec.

Lcontent = ‖Ec(Dec(Ec(xi), Es→t(xi), Tid)), c‖1 (1)

where Es→t(xi) means that Es(xi) exchanges row order according to the domain200

mapping between Sid and Tid, as the style target feature indicates in Fig.4. Sid
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is the source domain ID, and Tid is the target domain ID.

Lrec = ‖Dec(Ec(xi), Es(xi), Sid), xi‖1 (2)

Lcycle = ‖Dec(Ec(Dec(Ec(xi), Es→t(xi), Tid)), Es(xi), Sid), xi‖1 (3)

Input the style feature, content feature, and Sid of the source image xi and

through Dec to obtain the restored images fake1. Lrec constrains the ability of

Ec, Es, and Dec to extract features. Lcycle follows the principle of consistency,205

similar to cycleGAN. The general loss of content is as follows:

Lc = λcontentLcontent + λrecLrec + λcycleLcycle (4)

3.2.2. Style transfer learning

LKL = λKLfeatureExi∼χ[KL(Es(xi) ‖q(s) )]+

λKLrec‖Es(Dec(Ec(xi), Es→t(xi), Tid)), priorifeature‖1
(5)

where LKL constrains the style distribution of all domains to be as close as

possible to a priori distribution. Here we choose the prior distribution q(s) to

be the standard Gaussian distribution N(0, I). The priori feature is a random210

standard Gaussian distribution.

h+r = 1
|S+|

∑
(i,j):mij=+1

δi,j,r (6)

δi,j,r =





(sij − tr−1)/4, if sij ∈ [tr−1; tr]

(tr+1 − sij)/4, if sij ∈ [tr; tr+1]

0, otherwise.

(7)

where S+ = {sij = 〈xi, xj〉 |mij = +1 } and S− = {sij = 〈xi, xj〉 |mij = −1 }
are the datasets corresponding to intra-domain distribution and inter-domian

distribution, respectively. mij is +1 if image pairs are intra-domain and −1

if image pairs are inter-domain. The estimation of H− proceeds analogously.215
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We consider R-dimensional histograms H+ and H−, with the nodes t1 = −1,t2

...,tR = +1 uniformly filling [−1,+1] with the step 4 = 2
R−1 . R = 151 in our

experiment.

Lhisto =
R∑
r=1

(h−r
r∑
q=1

h+q ) =
R∑
r=1

h−r Φ+
r (8)

where Φ+ is the cumulative density function of p+. p+ is the estimate for the dis-

tribution of S+. The application of Lhisto in pathological images is inspired by220

(Ustinova and Lempitsky, 2016). Here, Lhisto constrains the domain style fea-

ture distribution through intra-domain and inter-domain similarity histograms.

The total constraints for style are as follows:

Ls = LKL + λhistoLhisto (9)

3.2.3. Adversarial objective

LcGAN = Exi∼χ[log(Dc(Ec(xi), Sid))+

E[log(1−Dc(Ec(xi), Tid))]]
(10)

LsGAN = Exi∼χ[log(Ds(xi, Sid)) + E[ 12 log(1−Ds(xi, Tid))]

+Es∼N[ 12 log(1−Ds(Dec(Ec(xi), Es→t(xi), Tid), Tid))]]
(11)

For content representation, we conduct conditional confrontation training on225

Ec (xi). This method encourages Ec to exclude the information of the Sid

domain from content c. We also employ condition adversarial training in style

space to match the distribution of visual staining histological images to the real

images.

Summary of the advantages. 1) Lc restricts the content consistency230

between the input domain and output domain through two aspects: content

features and cycle images. It is dedicated to obtaining domain-invariance struc-

tural content. 2) Ls normalizes the domain style feature distribution through

LKL, and uses Lhisto to distinguish intra-domain and inter-domain histograms.

Ls promotes Es to learn domain-variant style representation.235
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4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset

4.1.1. lung lesions

The adjacent unstained 3 µm formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded sections were

cut from the blocks and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) or by im-240

munohistochemistry(IHC) staining using proSPC, CC10, or Ki67 specific an-

tibodies. The images of lung lesions (adenoma or adenocarcinoma) of three

mice were obtained with a Zeiss Axio Imager M1 microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena,

Germany) equipped with a dry plan apochromatic objective lens (numerical

aperture NA=0.95). The magnification was 40 and the pixel size was 0.174245

µm/pixel) (Borovec et al., 2018; Fernandez-Gonzalez et al., 2002).

4.1.2. Lung lobes

The images of the four complete mouse lung lobes correspond to the same

histological sample set as the diseased tissue. The reference study used a Zeiss

Axio Imager M1 microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) equipped with a dry250

EC Plan-Neofluar objective lens (NA=0.30, magnification was 10, pixel size was

1.274 µm/pixel)(Borovec et al., 2018; Fernandez-Gonzalez et al., 2002).

4.1.3. Breast tissue

Adjacent 3 µm formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded sections were cut from the

blocks, stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), and subjected to IHC with255

an antibody against the estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR),

and Her2-neu (HER2).

4.1.4. Atherosclerotic lesion

1.Animal model: New Zealand white rabbit weighs 1.5Kg. After balloon

strain, the model of atherosclerosis was established by high-fat feeding.260

2.Analysis of atherosclerotic lesions: New Zealand white rabbits were eutha-

nized. Then, the left ventricle was perfused with saline, and the tissue was fixed

in situ with 4% paraformaldehyde. The femoral artery was taken, frozen, and
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embedded, and a section with a thickness of 7 µm was cut. Oil Red O (Sigma-

Aldrich) staining was used to evaluate the lipid content of atherosclerotic lesions.265

Immunohistochemical staining was used to detect α-SMA (Abcam, ab7817, 1:

100) to evaluate the content of smooth muscle cells. The images were observed

with an automatic scanning system of pathological sections (Pannoramic SCAN

II, 3DHISTECH, Hungary).

4.2. Implementation Details270

For each tissue section, we cut into 256 × 256 nonoverlapping patches. Since

the heart image background is totally white, we omitted patches that contain

more than 80% of the background pixels. For cycleGAN and DMIT, the input

image dimensions are both 256×256; due to the computation, the input image

dimensions of MVFStain and MVFStain ablation experiments were resized to275

128×128. For all experiments, we trained for 30 epochs, and the batch size was

one. We used Adam as the optimizer. The initial learning rate in our method is

set to 0.0001. We used the PyTorch framework to implement all networks and

experimented on a GeForce GTX 1080 Ti.

4.3. Results280

4.3.1. image quality

This part shows the results of the MVFStain model on the lung lesion, lung

lobes, breast, and atherosclerotic lesion datasets. For the lung lesion datasets,

we select one subject as the training dataset and one subject as the test dataset,

and each subject corresponds to a set of staining. For the lung lobes and breast285

datasets, we select two subjects as the training dataset and one subject as the

test dataset. The set of staining for lung lesions and lung lobes includes four

whole-slide images of adjacent sections of H&E, CC10, Ki67, and proSPC tis-

sues, while the set of stained whole-slide images of the breast dataset contains

four adjacent sections of tissue stained by H&E, ER, HER2, and PR. For the290

atherosclerotic lesion dataset, includes 21 H&E images, 22 α-SMA images, 26

macrophages images, and 23 Oil Red O images. We select four images as the
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Table 1: Contrastive and ablation experimental image quality results of MVFStain on two lung

datasets. The results show that the histo loss and FA block are effective and that innovation

histo loss and KL loss play a major and minor boosting role in the ablation experiments. We

separately calculated the psnr and HTI values of the generated images.

lung lesion lung lobes

H&E CC10 Ki67 proSPC H&E CC10 Ki67 proSPC

No.patches 952 952 952 952 2094 1826 1539 1663

CycleGAN

psnr × 22.8061 14.3963 18.8575 × 24.0163 17.6206 22.9227

HTI × 0.9023 0.8262 0.8485 × 0.9016 0.8619 0.9192

DMIT

psnr × 21.1042 12.7287 17.0478 × 23.3952 17.0186 22.3778

HTI × 0.7362 0.6708 0.6988 × 0.8885 0.8707 0.9036

MVFStain without FAblock

psnr × 21.2304 12.6736 16.9654 × 23.6093 14.6887 20.9725

HTI × 0.7242 0.6524 0.6734 × 0.8840 0.7528 0.8383

MVFStain without histoloss

psnr × 22.5155 14.7020 18.8776 × 24.8540 17.1620 22.8331

HTI × 0.8880 0.8311 0.8446 × 0.8612 0.7702 0.8496

MVFStain without KLloss

psnr × 23.0007 14.9646 19.3502 × 25.7950 17.4849 22.3611

HTI × 0.8535 0.7951 0.8124 × 0.9219 0.8336 0.8950

MVFStain without KLloss-rec

psnr × 22.8073 14.5948 18.6710 × 25.6847 17.2643 23.4676

HTI × 0.8915 0.8119 0.8321 × 0.9288 0.8721 0.9289

MVFStain

psnr × 22.6010 14.4503 18.8355 × 25.8724 17.5180 23.2255

HTI × 0.8972 0.8140 0.8331 × 0.9266 0.8710 0.9430

test set and other images as the training set.

Table 1 and Table 2 list the image quality results of the contrast test and ab-295

lation test. We can see that the image quality generated by MVFStain reaches

or exceeds the classic one-to-one cycleGAN. We use the peak signal-to-noise

ratio (psnr) and histogram error (HTI) to evaluate the image quality. Among

them, HTI can measure the difference in the histogram between the virtual

generated image and the label image patches generated by the microscope. A300

higher HTI value indicates greater similarity. We can see that most of the HTI

results of MVFStain are higher than those of MVFStain without histoloss and

MVFStain without FAblock, which shows that the histo loss and FA block are

effective. And the innovation histo loss play a important role in promoting

image quality, compared with KL loss. MVFStain without KLloss performed305

slightly worse overall than MVFStain in image quality, even if the difference

was not significant. MVFStain without KLloss-rec sometimes performed well,
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Table 2: Contrastive and ablation experimental image quality results of MVFStain for breast

and atherosclerotic lesion datasets. The results show that the histo loss and FA block are

effective and that innovation histo loss and KL loss play a major and minor boosting role in

the ablation experiments. We separately calculated the psnr and HTI values of the generated

images.

breast atherosclerotic lesion

H&E ER HER2 PR H&E asma Mac oil red O

No.patches 5242 4845 4309 4263 232 240 244 263

CycleGAN

psnr × 22.2231 24.7727 21.4153 × 22.2675 24.0884 22.2974

HTI × 0.9143 0.9332 0.8902 × 0.9003 0.9022 0.8407

DMIT

psnr × 21.8840 22.9734 20.9700 × 22.7429 23.0417 21.8855

HTI × 0.8888 0.8847 0.8584 × 0.9137 0.8903 0.8830

MVFStain without FAblock

psnr × 20.9921 23.9526 19.8074 × 19.2351 18.8259 16.4808

HTI × 0.7285 0.7695 0.6654 × 0.8556 0.8278 0.7875

MVFStain without histoloss

psnr × 22.3047 24.9672 21.8940 × 21.9592 22.6687 21.2471

HTI × 0.8589 0.9014 0.8447 × 0.8976 0.8827 0.8692

MVFStain without KLloss

psnr × 22.8434 25.3561 22.6205 × 23.1685 24.0714 21.9682

HTI × 0.8629 0.8852 0.8713 × 0.9220 0.9210 0.8812

MVFStain without KLloss-rec

psnr × 23.3557 25.9083 22.6633 × 24.0034 24.3853 21.4687

HTI × 0.9127 0.9208 0.8756 × 0.9141 0.8967 0.8691

MVFStain

psnr × 23.1764 26.1919 22.7161 × 22.8390 24.0812 21.1365

HTI × 0.8982 0.9396 0.8852 × 0.9178 0.8936 0.8835

but the prediction of positive signals was unstable, for example in Table 4 the

prediction of a positive signal for CC10 staining on the lung lesion datasets is

0.310

Table 3: Results of the pathologists’ quality scoring. HS, histologically manual stained sec-

tions; VS, virtual stained sections. The results show that the overall quality of virtual staining

was almost equal to that of manual staining.

lung lesion lung lobes breast atherosclerotic lesion

CC10 Ki67 proSPC CC10 Ki67 proSPC ER HER2 PR asma Mac oil red O

Pathologist 1
HS 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 2

VS 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 2

Pathologist 2
HS 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 2

VS 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

The virtual staining results of the MVFStain model on the lung lesion, lung

lobes, breast, and atherosclerotic lesion datasets are shown in Fig.5. Three sets

of virtual staining results were selected for display in each dataset. Excluding
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Figure 5: We carried out experimental verification on the proposed network on four datasets:

lung lesion (H&E staining to generate cc10, Ki67, proSPC staining), lung lobes (H&E staining

to generate cc10, Ki67, proSPC staining), breast (H&E staining to generate ER, HER2, PR

staining), and atherosclerotic lesion (H&E staining produces asma, macrophages, and oil red

O staining). We presented the results of different virtual stains with different patches. It can

be seen that the virtual stains generated by the network and the corresponding patch labels

are basically the same as the staining of the tissue under naked-eye observation.

the inevitable shape difference between adjacent slices, the output of the MVF-315

Stain framework is close to the microscope stained section in color appearance.

Comparing the Ki67 virtual staining of the lung lesion dataset with the micro-

scope Ki67 staining label, we can see that Ki67 virtual staining can avoid the

deformation of the tissue section caused by the staining operation and provide

more realistic morphological and stain information. Comparing the CC10 vir-320

tual staining and manual CC10 staining of the lung lobes, the positive signal

around the circle can be well predicted. Although the three color gamuts of

ER, HER2, and PR in the breast dataset are very close, our proposed one-to-

multi network MVFStain network successfully learned the difference between

the morphology of H&E staining and the color gamut of H&E, HER2, and PR.325

For the atherosclerotic lesion dataset, oil red O does not stain the adventitia

very well, but the morphology is accurately maintained.

To explore whether virtual staining meets clinical needs, we present the
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Figure 6: ProSPC staining of lung lobes is taken as an example to show the spatial distribution

of positive signal prediction. (a) ProSPC staining microscope imaging of lung lobes. (b)

Scatter plot of the positive signal spatial distribution: orange point represents the positive

signal coordinate point in (a), and blue point represents the positive signal coordinate point

predicted by the MVFStain network.

pathologists’ quality scoring in Table 3. Therefore, two pathologists who were

unaware of the staining technique of each tissue section, to grade from 1 to 3 for330

the quality of the different stains: 3, very good; 2, acceptable; 1, unacceptable.

Moreover, pathologists applied the same score scale (1-3) for qualitative proper-

ties, including tissue details and whether the image background has impurities,

presented in both virtual and histological stains for four datasets. As shown

in Table 3, the overall quality of virtual staining was almost equal to that of335

artificial staining.

4.3.2. positive signal prediction

In addition to judging the image quality of the virtual stain images, we eval-

uated the positive signal prediction. For histopathology images, the amount340

of target protein is usually determined according to the color depth (optical

density) of the stain and the size of the distribution area. Average optical

density was a representative parameter to assess the immunostaining quantifi-

cation(Wang et al., 2009). Specifically, we used Image-Pro Plus software to

calibrate the optical density of each patch and then calculated the cumulative345

optical density (IOD) and area statistically. The IOD divided by the area is the
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Figure 7: The visualization results of different methods on the breast dataset show that the

positive signals predicted by MVFStain more accurately correspond to the positive signals in

the ground truth. As indicated by the positive signals within the blue and orange circles. The

green arrows represent ground truth, and the yellow and red arrows represent falsely predicted

positive signals and accurately predicted positive signals, respectively. The three rows show

the virtual generated images of H&E to ER staining, HE to HER2 staining, and H&E to PR

staining. Each column shows the source (input image), target (ground truth), and virtual

images generated by different methods.

Figure 8: By accumulating the positive signals for each patch, it turns out that MVFStain is

the closest to the ensemble of ground truth curves. The abscissa represents the index number

of patch images in the lung lobes test set. The ordinate is the accumulated IOD value. (a), (b),

and (c) refer to the CC10, Ki67, and proSPC generated on the lung lobes dataset, respectively.

average optical density (mIOD) of each patch. Table 4 and Table 5 show the

mIOD of each dataset. We can see that the virtual stained image mIOD gener-

ated by MVFStain is generally smaller than the mIOD of the ground truth im-

age. That is, the predicted target positive signal is less than the actual positive350
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Table 4: Contrastive and ablation experimental positive signals results of MVFStain for the

two lung datasets. The mIOD results show that the average intensity of the predicted positive

signal is close to the actual positive signal. And the CNR and gCNR further proved that the

predicted positive signal achieves the lesion detectability of artificial staining. mIOD refers to

the mean of Integrated Optical Density. CNR and gCNR are used to assess lesion detectability.

Bold means closest to ground truth.

lung lesion lung lobes

H&E CC10 Ki67 proSPC H&E CC10 Ki67 proSPC

Ground Truth

mIOD × 0.0717 0.5580 1.0384 × 0.1151 0.5358 0.1797

CNR × 1.8080 2.5980 1.7403 × 2.4273 2.6172 3.0994

gCNR × 0.7191 0.8006 0.7727 × 0.6483 0.7203 0.6785

CycleGAN

mIOD × 0.0459 0.5842 0.1098 × 0.1298 0.3568 0.1685

CNR × 1.1366 2.5384 1.2645 × 2.7471 2.6664 3.0930

gCNR × 0.7350 0.7979 0.7638 × 0.6799 0.7193 0.7766

DMIT

mIOD × 0.0909 0.5377 0.1365 × 0.1099 0.4870 0.1970

CNR × 1.4164 2.7272 1.6905 × 2.0007 2.4778 2.7393

gCNR × 0.7345 0.8105 0.6936 × 0.7189 0.7353 0.6757

MVFStain without FAblock

mIOD × 0.0438 0.5166 0.1651 × 0.0943 0.3634 0.1771

CNR × 0.6761 2.5988 1.5118 × 2.4418 2.4361 2.7619

gCNR × 0.9936 0.8033 0.8015 × 0.8908 0.7589 0.7631

MVFStain without histoloss

mIOD × 0.0411 0.5570 0.1307 × 0.0959 0.3323 0.1818

CNR × 0.4148 2.5964 1.2001 × 2.5792 2.5583 3.1605

gCNR × 0.9196 0.8009 0.6888 × 0.7606 0.6977 0.7322

MVFStain without KLloss

mIOD × 0.0615 0.5456 0.1069 × 0.0938 0.3288 0.1529

CNR × 0.8947 2.5846 1.2927 × 2.7888 3.2598 2.2437

gCNR × 0.8612 0.7689 0.7352 × 0.8779 0.8568 0.7364

MVFStain without KLloss-rec

mIOD × 0 0.5159 0.1771 × 0.0947 0.3196 0.1761

CNR × × 2.5486 1.6556 × 2.6091 2.7807 3.0144

gCNR × × 0.7965 0.7899 × 0.8181 0.7244 0.7418

MVFStain

mIOD × 0.0467 0.5365 0.1499 × 0.0991 0.3424 0.1647

CNR × 0.7933 2.5050 1.1463 × 2.8709 2.5526 3.1643

gCNR × 0.7228 0.7625 0.6639 × 0.7439 0.6326 0.6779

signal. The CNR(Patterson and Foster, 1983) and gCNR(Rodriguez-Molares

et al., 2019), two metrics of positive signal lesion detectability, are shown in Ta-

ble 4 and Table 5. The results show that the CNR and gCNR of MVFStain are

closer to the ground truth and virtual staining can achieve the lesion detectabil-

ity of artificial staining. In summary, MVFStain performs better in lung lobes,355

breast, and atherosclerotic lesion. Our results show the FA block in MVFStain

significantly improves the image quality and prediction of positive signals. The
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Table 5: Contrastive and ablation experimental positive signals results of MVFStain for the

breast and atherosclerotic lesion datasets. The mIOD results show that the average intensity

of the predicted positive signal is close to the actual positive signal. And the CNR and gCNR

further proved that the predicted positive signal achieves the lesion detectability of artificial

staining. mIOD refers to the mean of Integrated Optical Density. CNR and gCNR are used

to assess lesion detectability. Bold means closest to ground truth.

breast atherosclerotic lesion

H&E ER HER2 PR H&E asma Mac oil red O

Ground Truth

mIOD × 0.3126 0.0736 0.3921 × 0.2038 0.1816 0.2378

CNR × 3.6089 1.3053 3.4584 × 3.5067 2.7162 2.1640

gCNR × 0.7537 0.6873 0.7880 × 0.8595 0.8441 0.8750

CycleGAN

mIOD × 0.2088 0.0681 0.2209 × 0.2135 0.1627 0.2448

CNR × 2.7451 1.0674 3.0865 × 3.7326 2.5400 2.6920

gCNR × 0.6710 0.5900 0.7052 × 0.8618 0.8235 0.9046

DMIT

mIOD × 0.2188 0.0855 0.2296 × 0.2171 0.1667 0.2471

CNR × 2.5274 0.8416 2.3054 × 3.1733 2.4163 2.1140

gCNR × 0.6631 0.4577 0.6815 × 0.8648 0.8724 0.8930

MVFStain without FAblock

mIOD × 0.1995 0.0607 0.2176 × 0.1972 0.1645 0.2445

CNR × 2.9121 1.0958 2.9176 × 3.7473 2.9185 2.2378

gCNR × 0.6953 0.5172 0.6509 × 0.8887 0.8589 0.9143

MVFStain without histoloss

mIOD × 0.2166 0.0591 0.2363 × 0.2076 0.1861 0.2303

CNR × 2.7983 0.9906 2.9826 × 3.3798 2.5698 2.3726

gCNR × 0.6323 0.6488 0.6785 × 0.8640 0.7477 0.8864

MVFStain without KLloss

mIOD × 0.2020 0.0566 0.2097 × 0.2096 0.1799 0.2350

CNR × 2.6341 0.7859 3.5809 × 3.7883 2.6530 2.4346

gCNR × 0.7243 0.6094 0.7101 × 0.8551 0.8319 0.8572

MVFStain without KLloss-rec

mIOD × 0.2169 0.0636 0.2232 × 0.1942 0.1473 0.2336

CNR × 3.1160 1.1317 3.4935 × 3.6039 3.0803 2.3821

gCNR × 0.6331 0.5462 0.6573 × 0.8625 0.7945 0.8972

MVFStain

mIOD × 0.2396 0.0620 0.2481 × 0.2024 0.1569 0.2575

CNR × 3.1913 1.2768 3.1584 × 3.5474 2.9518 2.3490

gCNR × 0.6463 0.5969 0.6462 × 0.8460 0.7596 0.8825

domain-variant style feature extracted under the constraints of histo loss and

KL loss improves the prediction of positive signals.

Our visualization results have demonstrated that, positive signal invisible to360

human eyes in the H&E has been generated successfully by our MVFStain on

the virtual functional stain. Fig.6 visualizes the positive signal distribution of

the pathological staining image. A blue point represents the center coordinates

of a positive signal area in the real histopathology staining image. An orange
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dot represents the center coordinates of a positive signal area in the virtual365

histopathology staining image generated by the MVFStain network. The blue

point has a higher degree of overlap with the orange point in the area where

the positive signal is concentrated, indicating that the MVFStain network is

accurate in predicting the area where the positive signal is concentrated. There

is no complete overlap because the H&E stained slices input by the MVFStain370

network and the ground truth proSPC stained slices are not the same slice, and

spatial dislocation inevitably occurs. Fig.7 shows the experimental visualization

results of different methods on the breast dataset. It can be seen that the

proposed method MVFStain has more accurate positive signals in ER and PR

staining. Fig.8 compared the performance of different methods on the lung375

lobes dataset, by dividing the optical density (IOD) of the positive signals in

each patch to accumulate. The results show that MVFStain is the closest to the

ensemble of ground truth curves as a whole. For example, in (c), the curves of

MVFStain are the same except for the positive signal prediction of patch 236,

where the curves are consistent.380

Table 6: Hyperparameter ablation results of MVFStain for the two datasets of lung show that

our choice of λhisto = 1 works better. For the results, we separately calculated the psnr and

HTI values of the generated images.

lung lesion lung lobes

H&E CC10 Ki67 proSPC H&E CC10 Ki67 proSPC

No.patches 952 952 952 952 2094 1826 1539 1663

MVFStain(λhisto0.1)

psnr × 22.2511 14.7297 18.7286 × 25.4839 17.4337 22.9348

HTI × 0.8901 0.8381 0.8592 × 0.9248 0.7917 0.9291

MVFStain(λhisto1)

psnr × 22.6010 14.4503 18.8355 × 25.8724 17.5180 23.2255

HTI × 0.8972 0.8140 0.8331 × 0.9266 0.8710 0.9430

MVFStain(λhisto10)

psnr × 23.2850 14.8187 19.4909 × 25.0683 16.3770 23.3858

HTI × 0.8726 0.7582 0.8308 × 0.9234 0.7119 0.9331

4.3.3. hyperparameter ablation experiment

For the loss hyperparameters used in our losses, we experimentally tune

λhisto according to the magnitude of histo loss and KL loss. And other loss

hyperparameters are the original parameters in the DMIT(Yu et al., 2019) net-
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Table 7: Hyperparameter ablation results of MVFStain for breast and atherosclerotic lesion

datasets show that our choice of λhisto = 1 works better. For the results, we separately

calculated the psnr and HTI values of the generated images.

breast atherosclerotic lesion

H&E ER HER2 PR H&E asma Mac oil red O

No.patches 5242 4845 4309 4263 232 240 244 263

MVFStain(λhisto0.1)

psnr × 22.4145 25.6273 22.1115 × 23.0263 23.8567 22.0958

HTI × 0.8598 0.8983 0.8513 × 0.9189 0.9080 0.8666

MVFStain(λhisto1)

psnr × 23.1764 26.1919 22.7161 × 22.8390 24.0812 21.1365

HTI × 0.8982 0.9396 0.8852 × 0.9178 0.8936 0.8835

MVFStain(λhisto10)

psnr × 21.8100 25.0375 22.0514 × 24.0998 24.4118 22.0646

HTI × 0.8605 0.9117 0.8639 × 0.8800 0.8799 0.8693

Table 8: Hyperparameter ablation positive signals results of MVFStain for the two datasets

of lung. mIOD refers to the mean of Integrated Optical Density. CNR and gCNR are used to

assess the detectability of lesion. Bold means closest to ground truth.

lung lesion lung lobes

H&E CC10 Ki67 proSPC H&E CC10 Ki67 proSPC

MVFStain(λhisto0.1)

mIOD × 0.0872 0.5425 0.1140 × 0.0975 0.3495 0.1823

CNR × 1.3952 2.5467 1.1970 × 2.6315 3.0874 2.9159

gCNR × 0.9322 0.7919 0.8287 × 0.8311 0.7524 0.7200

MVFStain(λhisto1)

mIOD × 0.0467 0.5365 0.1499 × 0.0991 0.3424 0.1647

CNR × 0.7933 2.5050 1.1463 × 2.8709 2.5526 3.1643

gCNR × 0.7228 0.7625 0.6639 × 0.7439 0.6326 0.6779

MVFStain(λhisto10)

mIOD × 0.0362 0.4901 0.1599 × 0.0931 0.3665 0.1717

CNR × 0.3392 2.5227 1.5751 × 2.6849 2.6205 3.1160

gCNR × 0.9981 0.7895 0.6655 × 0.9043 0.6795 0.7523

work. It is a generally accepted practice to adjust hyperparameters according385

to the relative magnitudes. Same as DMIT network, for keeping each loss close

in magnitude, the hyper-parameters are set as follows: λrec=10, λcycle=10,

λKLfeature=0.1, λcontent=1, and λKLrec=1. MVFStain involves a large num-

ber of losses where Lc and Ls constrain to disentangle the histopathology images

into the domain-invariant content feature and domain-variant style feature, re-390

spectively. In addition, the adversarial loss is to facilitate the learning of feature

distribution. To overcome the training process’s lack of efficient incentives for

the use of styles, our training process also inherits the training techniques of
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Table 9: Hyperparameter ablation positive signals results of MVFStain for breast and

atherosclerotic lesion datasets. mIOD refers to the mean of Integrated Optical Density. CNR

and gCNR are used to assess the detectability of lesion. Bold means closest to ground truth.

breast atherosclerotic lesion

H&E ER HER2 PR H&E asma Mac oil red O

MVFStain(λhisto0.1)

mIOD × 0.2055 0.0619 0.2088 × 0.1908 0.1514 0.2178

CNR × 2.7099 0.9947 3.1211 × 3.3558 2.7879 2.3017

gCNR × 0.6008 0.6876 0.6426 × 0.8638 0.8090 0.9036

MVFStain(λhisto1)

mIOD × 0.2396 0.0620 0.2481 × 0.2024 0.1569 0.2575

CNR × 3.1913 1.2768 3.1584 × 3.5474 2.9518 2.3490

gCNR × 0.6463 0.5969 0.6462 × 0.8460 0.7596 0.8825

MVFStain(λhisto10)

mIOD × 0.2010 0.0577 0.2114 × 0.1850 0.1343 0.2109

CNR × 2.9109 1.0468 3.1376 × 4.3855 4.2168 2.4883

gCNR × 0.7836 0.6767 0.7234 × 0.8883 0.9045 0.9183

DMIT(Yu et al., 2019) that randomly sample domain labels and styles in the

prior distributions.395

We have evaluated the performance of MVFStain under a range of sampling

numbers λhisto ∈ [0.1, 1, 10] according to the magnitude of histo loss and KL

loss. When λhisto=0.1, histo loss and the values of the first part of KL loss

(KL-feature) are of the same order of magnitude, and when λhisto=1, histo loss

and the values of the second part of KL loss (KL-rec) are of the same order400

of magnitude. In addition, we chose λhisto=10 to observe the experimental

effect when the histo loss accounts for a larger proportion. The hyperparameter

ablation results of the image quality are shown in Table 6 and Table 7. The

positive signal prediction hyperparameter ablation results are shown in Table 8

and Table 9. The results show that λhisto=1 overall performance is the best, so405

our hyperparameter setting in ablation loss experiments and ablated network

experiments is λhisto=1 in our paper. To verify the generality of the model,

we use the same histo for the four datasets, but we know that adjusting λhisto

according to the magnitude may give better experimental results.

The difference in magnitude and resolution is the reason for instability un-410

der the same hyperparameters. The imaging conditions and target functional

stains are the same for both lung lesion and lung lobes. The differences are the
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magnitude and resolution. The imaging parameters of the lung lesion: magni-

tude=40, resolution=0.174. The parameters of the lung lobes: magnitude=10,

resolution=1.274. Combining the metrics of image quality and positive signal,415

the results show that the results of lung lesion are better when λhisto=0.1, while

the results of lung lobes are better when λhisto=1. So we think the difference in

magnitude and resolution are the cause of the instability. Although our method

sometimes underperforms, it solves the problem of unsupervised training for un-

paired images and repeated practice for on-to-one staining generation networks.420

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Histopathology image staining analysis is the gold standard for disease di-

agnosis. The work on histopathology images can be divided into two parts:

pathological image analysis and pathological image synthesis. Most of the re-

search revolves around pathological image analysis such as tissue segmentation,425

cell nucleus classification, and disease diagnosis. In addition, previous patho-

logical image synthesis work involved staining normalization, which is used as

a preprocessing part to improve pathological image analysis. At present, there

are few studies on the generation of pathological image staining.

We proposed the first one-to-multi framework MVFStain for pathological430

staining synthesis, which solves the problem of unsupervised training for un-

paired images and repeated practice for one-to-one staining generation net-

works. The FA block simultaneously captures the spatial pixel feature and

RGB color space feature, which can encode the content and style features of

different stained images. The proposed histo loss avoids the limitations of RGB435

spatial information and better separates the content and style features of each

stained image from the perspective of histogram matching. In the experiments

section, we showed that a variety of virtual stained images can be generated

from H&E stained images at the same time, and the image quality and positive

signal detection were evaluated. The proposed method was assessed on various440

datasets and can be applied to the combined diagnosis of pathological images
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and medical images to provide more robust diagnosis results. We expect that

this virtual staining method will provide strong support for the application of

histological analysis in computer-aided diagnosis research.

Our ultimate goal is to use virtual staining as a way to expand the modal-445

ity of H&E and build a multimodal pathological diagnosis system that only

requires a single staining modality for input. Our future work promotes patho-

logical research that combines regular and functional stain images mainly by

improving the accuracy of positive signal prediction. We will continue to im-

prove our model for generating multiple stains simultaneously. We plan to use450

the label of positive signals corresponding to functional staining images as an

additional constraint in the future to improve the accuracy of positive signal pre-

diction. The potential limitation of generating multiple stains simultaneously

is that facing multiple combinations of H&E and functional stain mapping re-

quires better generality in extracting both domain-invariant and domain-variant455

features, which may lead to a performance decreased for uncommon functional

stains.
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